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SPEAKING NOTES 

Hartmut Graf 

 

Honorable Chair, dear members of the ECON committee, distinguished guests, ladies and gentle-

men, 

 

Thank you very much for your kind invitation. It is a privilege for me to have the opportunity to pre-

sent to you on this extremely important subject, which lies at the heart of a proper functioning of our 

financial markets. 

 

I would like to begin by addressing the question: “Why are indices (so) important”. 

 

1. WHY ARE INDICES SO IMPORTANT? 

Europe is currently threatened by the Japanese disease – which is having an overaging population 

and low (or no) growth. Indexing is not curing these problems, but it is contributing to some of the 

solutions. 

 

Index investments are a better way to save for retirement. 60-90% of active managers do not beat 

their benchmark – while operating at up to five times higher costs. 

 

Indices are the basis for a fast growing area in financial services. Assets invested in Exchange 

Traded Funds (index funds) – the passive investment industry – have grown twice as fast as assets 

invested in mutual funds, annually, since 2010.  

 

Indices ensure efficient capital deployment. 

 

And finally, indices offer unparalleled transparency.  

 

To summarize: indices create a significant value add, for the economy, financial services and in par-

ticular the investment industry. 
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That comes along with a significant effort the global index industry is undertaking. Just to share with 

you a few figures: There are currently more the 2 million indices calculated globally. We at STOXX 

source more than 120 million prices for securities and calculate about 30 million index values – dai-

ly!  

 

2. WHY INDICES SHOULD BE REGULATED 

I believe regulation of indices is helpful and necessary. 

 

The misconduct and manipulations in indexing had its roots in the underlying conflict of interest: 

 

Market participants benefiting economically from indices by trading index linked products had at the 

same time been rate submitters.  

 

And there is a second conflict of interest existing, which takes place when the asset manager or 

product provider is linking its passive products to self-created indices. This self-indexing is like any 

self-assessment of course subjective and prone to manipulation. We clearly recommend to pay par-

ticular attention to self-indexing which is so far not fully covered in the current proposal.  

 

In consequence, we believe that indices based on price contributions, such as Libor, should be 

regulated. Trust and confidence was harmed. Therefore those indices should be put under tight 

oversight. 
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3. HOW TO ENSURE PROPORTIONALITY 

Having said that I am supportive for regulation, I would like to add that a proportionate (or calibrated) 

approach is required.  

 

This is  

» not to impact a functioning, global industry by having too tight regulation in one part of the world 

only; and 

» not to impact functioning business models. 

 

You do not want to end up in a situation, where (amongst other things) 

» indices will be calculated by product providers only (because they can cross-subsidize); and 

where 

» only reduced choices for investment and therefore diversification are available – reducing also 

the performance 

 

We are therefore making the following key suggestions for a benchmark legislation which would 

be in line with the principle of proportionality: 

 

» The requirements for indices based on regulated data should be lower compared to indices 

based on subjective price contributions. To give two concrete examples where we would ask for 

a differentiated approach  

› No record keeping for historical regulated input data as they are already subject to pre- and 

post-trade transparency requirements under MiFID.  

› Additionally, benchmarks based on regulated data should be exempted from the category of 

“critical benchmark”. This is in line with the initial proposal from the commission on only (3-

5) IBORS when defining critical benchmarks. 

» Index provision is a global business. E.g., STOXX offers indices for the US market and for US 

clients. And of course our competition is also offering European indices for European clients. 

We love competition, we do not want competition to be distorted. 

» We see the need for global regulation. The IOSCO principles for financial benchmarks published 

in 2013 already provide a solid foundation for a globally harmonized regulatory initiative. These 

principles have been widely adopted by the industry.  
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› Formal equivalence will only work in case of local legislation. To our understanding, in par-

ticular the US, do not intend to implement a legislation on indices. 

› Hence the EU should recognize any regulatory regime of a third country as equivalent 

if it ensures the administrator’s compliance with the IOSCO principles. 

› In addition, of course an adequate transition and implementation period is necessary. 

 

Last but not least, it should be acknowledged that a neutral, independent index industry has been 

serving the financial markets well so far with no scandals in the past decades. Hence, new regula-

tions should not expropriate independent index providers through exaggerated transparency re-

quirements, but should respect a functioning industry and preserve the index providers’ intellectual 

property.  

 

Not the neutral index providers were responsible for the misconduct, but the product providers.  

There is one important last aspect to mention: This is a discussion about how to improve the gov-

ernance and structures of index provision. It is like a discussion about the improvement of public 

transportation. It is fair and important to discuss this subject. 

But to include into the discussion that transportation should be for free, would clearly be dispropor-

tionate. Index provision is a fully competitive global business, regulation should not restrict the busi-

ness model of index providers by requiring disproportionate access to data, which so far are made 

of course available to all clients. 

 

The above suggestions would ensure a calibrated approach to index regulation which does not in-

terfere with the functioning global competition and which respects business models that have been 

working very well in the past. 

 

Thank you very much for your attention. I am looking forward to an open and fruitful discussion. 


